Thank you for purchasing Audio-Technica ATH-PDG1 Game headset.
Read these instructions before using the headphones, and keep the manual for future reference.

### Headphone parts
Please confirm each part before using these headphones.

![Headphone parts diagram]

### How to use

**Using Computer**

1. Connect \(\bigstar \) 1.2m Cable for PC to headphones.
2. Connect \(\bigstar \) 2.0m Extension cable for PC to microphone input and headphone output for PC.
3. Please make sure to position the earpads correctly (LEFT/RIGHT position and with the earpad covering the whole ear).
4. The microphone can be rotated.
5. Turn on your audio device and adjust volume as necessary.
6. Slide mute switch ON/OFF for microphone.

**Using PlayStation 4 Wireless Controller**

1. Connect \(\bigstar \) 1.2m Cable for joystick and mic to headphones.
2. Connect the plug to audio device.
3. Please make sure to position the earpads correctly (LEFT/RIGHT position and with the earpad covering the whole ear).
4. Turn on your smartphone, and adjust volume with controller or smartphone as necessary.

### Using the remote controller with mic for smartphones

- **Flexible arm for optimal microphone positioning.**
- Adjust mic volume.

### Using the remote controller

Adjust the volume for the headphones and mute and unmute microphone.